Planetary rings are common in the outer Solar System but their origin and long-term evolution is still a matter of debate. It is well known that viscous spreading is a major evolutionary process for rings, as it globally redistributes the disk's mass and angular momentum, and can lead to the disk's loosing mass by infall onto the planet or through the Roche limit. However, describing this process is highly dependent on the model used for the viscosity. In this paper we investigate the global and long-term viscous evolution of a circumplanetary disk. We have developed a simple 1D numerical code, but we use a physically realistic viscosity model derived from N-body simulations (Daisaka et al., 2001) , and dependent on the disk's local properties (surface mass density, particle size, distance to the planet). Particularly, we include the effects of gravitational instabilities (wakes) that importantly enhance the disk's viscosity. This method allows to study the global evolution of the disk over the age of the Solar System.
Introduction
Saturn's rings are one of the most puzzling object of the Solar System. They've been studied for over 400 years since their discovery by Galileo in the early 17th century, but still many key questions remain unanswered. In particular, how old the rings are is still a matter of debate. While published scenarios for their origin suggest an early formation in the history of the Solar System: (1) remnant of Saturn's sub-nebula disk (Pollack et al., 1973) , (2) tidal disruption of a comet (Dones, 1991; Charnoz et al., 2009b) , (3) destruction of a satellite inside Saturn's Roche zone (Pollack et al., 1973; Harris, 1984; Charnoz et al., 2009b) , observations and theoretical arguments such as the viscous spreading of the A ring in a few hundred million years (Esposito, 1986) , or the low meteoritic pollution of the rings (Cuzzi and Estrada, 1998) , lead to the conclusion that they must be quite young. Thus we are in a paradoxical situation.
The rings' evolution is regulated through 3 main physical processes. (1) Viscous spreading: particle collisions dissipate energy while conserving the total angular momentum, resulting in the spreading of the disk with the mass being transferred inward and the angular momentum outward (Lynden-Bell and Pringle, 1974; Goldreich and Tremaine, 1982) , (2) Interactions with the planet's satellites at resonances (Goldreich and Tremaine, 1979) , and (3) Meteoritic bombardment (Cuzzi and Estrada, 1998) . All these processes modify the disk's angular momentum and transport material, which can thus leave the disk when it reaches the planet's radius or crosses the Roche limit where it can start to be accreted into small moons (Charnoz et al., In press) . These processes can then cause a drop of the disk's mass. Seeing how they strongly influence the possible lifetime of the rings, the paradox stated above must come from an insufficient understanding of these processes on the long term and from a lack of models. A more detailed and global study of these processes over long timescales is needed.
While process (3) is specific to Saturn's rings, processes (1) and (2) are common to other disks in the universe, for instance protoplanetary disks, accretion disks, or galaxies. But Saturn's rings are particular in the sense that they are devoid of gas and composed only of macroscopic particles, so that pressure and radiative effects can be neglected compared to gravitational effects. Consequently, while the approach remains valid, results on the evolution of a gaseous disk under the aforementioned processes cannot be directly transposed to Saturn's rings but have to be studied considering their specificities.
The viscous spreading of a disk has already been studied, particularly accretion disks (Lynden-Bell and Pringle, 1974; Bath and Pringle, 1981; Pringle, 1981) . However, this process is highly dependent on the model used to describe the disk's viscosity. Several important works have been published on local properties of the rings (Wisdom and Tremaine, 1988; Salo, 1992; Richardson, 1994; Daisaka and Ida, 1999; Ohtsuki and Emori, 2000; Daisaka et al., 2001) , resulting in precise estimates of the viscosity dependence on the disk's parameters (surface density, particle properties, ...), but these local properties have not been studied yet on large spatial and temporal scales. In this paper we focus our study on the viscous spreading of the disk considering a physically realistic viscosity model and the evolution of the whole disk. Eventually, constrain the evolution of the rings will require to consider many different physical processes, but this is for now well beyond current computer capacity. Moreover, questions such as the spreading rate of the rings, the amount of material falling onto the planet or leaving the rings through their outer limit, are important issues that still need to be addressed.
Published estimates of the rings' viscous age are viscous time-scales ∆r 2 /ν that give the time needed for a ring with constant viscosity ν to reach the width ∆r. However, we can expect the viscosity of the rings to be a rapidly varying function of the disk's local properties (surface mass density, ring particle's radius, distance to the planet), so that such time-scales might be substantially inaccurate.
In this work we study the effects of a time-dependent and space-dependent viscosity model on the long term viscous evolution of the complete ring system. We perform 1-dimensional numerical simulations, along the radial direction, of the disk's viscous evolution. This implies simplifications of the physics but allows for simulations over many dynamical times (typically the age of the Solar System). As a consequence, our results will be a first-order study of the global viscous evolution of dense planetary rings. However, it may give us clues to understand what has led to the rings we can observe today. Moreover, this approach has already been used with important results in the study of protoplanetary disks (e.g. Takeuchi et al., 1996; Alibert et al., 2005) .
In section 2 we describe the viscosity model and the numerical procedure. In section 3 we study the viscous evolution of an initially narrow ring over 5 billion years using two models: constant viscosity (hereafter CV) and non constant viscosity (hereafter NCV), and develop analytical time-scales to describe the disk's evolution. In section 4 we analyse the influence of ring parameters. In section 5 we summarize the results and discuss the evolution of today's rings of Saturn in the light of these results.
Numerical method and viscosity model
In this section we present the hydrodynamical equations describing the evolution of the rings, the viscosity model we use, and the principles of the numerical code we have developed. While adopting a very general approach, we present our results for the case of Saturn's rings.
Basic equations
We use a 1-dimensional approach to study the viscous evolution of a Keplerian pressureless disk. To compute the evolution of the surface density Σ (R, t) of an elementary annulus of the rings located at distance R from the planet and at time t, we use the same approach as Pringle (1981) . The equation of mass conservation reads:
where v R (R, t) is the radial velocity. The angular momentum conservation reads:
where Ω = GM/R 3 is the orbital frequency, with G the gravitational constant and M the planet's mass, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. Combining Eqs.
(1) and (2) and replacing Ω by its expression we get a single equation for the temporal evolution of the surface density:
Viscosity model 2.2.1. Description of the model
The viscosity of a disk is related to angular momentum transport through particle interactions. The angular momentum flux reads (Lynden-Bell and Pringle, 1974) 
Using the Boltzmann equation, one can derive this angular momentum flux as (Takeda and Ida, 2001 )
where U θ is the mean tangential velocity averaged azimuthally. The viscosity can then be computed by estimating the angular momentum flux and inverting Eq. (4). Angular momentum transport can be divided in three components, each one related to a specific viscosity. The translational viscosity ν trans is related to the transport of angular momentum due to the random motion of particles (usually referred to as the "local" component, see Goldreich and Tremaine (1978) ). Due to their finite size, angular momentum is also transported via sound waves travelling between the centres of colliding particles (usually referred to as the "non-local" component). This is represented by the collisional viscosity ν coll (Araki and Tremaine, 1986; Wisdom and Tremaine, 1988) . Finally, angular momentum is transported by gravitational scattering of particles due to the presence of self-gravity wakes (Salo, 1992 (Salo, , 1995 Richardson, 1994; Daisaka and Ida, 1999; Ohtsuki and Emori, 2000) . This is represented by the gravitational viscosity ν grav .
The self-gravity wakes are gravitational aggregates induced by the effects of both self-gravity and collisional damping of particles. Outside of a wake, particles move randomly, but inside their motion becomes coherent, which yields systematic motion with large bulk viscosity (Salo, 1995; Daisaka and Ida, 1999) . The wakes modify the angular momentum transport, and thus the viscosity, through the gravitational torque (Larson, 1984) and the wake motion (Lin and Pringle, 1987) . Two regimes must then be considered, whether the disk is gravitationally stable (no wakes) or not. This is measured by the Toomre Q parameter (Toomre, 1964) 
where σ r is the particle radial velocity dispersion. Even though Toomre showed that the disk is gravitationally unstable for Q 1, N-body simulations by Salo (1995) showed that wakes start to form for Q 2.
In our simulations, we use the following formulations for the viscosity components. We set the transition between the two regimes, self-gravitating and not-self-gravitating (hereafter SG and NSG), strictly at Q = 2.
with
where τ = 3Σ/ (4r p ρ p ) is the optical depth with r p and ρ p the particle's radius and density. r * h is a dimensionless parameter equal to the ratio of the particle's Hill radius r h to its physical diameter: r * h = r h /(2r p ) with r h = (2m p /(3M s )) 1/3 R, and m p is the particle's mass. It's basically a dimensionless measure of the distance to the planet, while the optical depth serves as a dimensionless measure of the disk's surface mass density.
In the NSG regime (Q > 2), the translational viscosity is an analytical result from Goldreich and Tremaine (1978) (Eq. (8), top), and the collisional viscosity is an analytical result from Araki and Tremaine (1986) (Eq. (9) ). In the SG regime (Q < 2) (Eqs. 8, bottom & 10, bottom), we use the results of Daisaka et al. (2001) , as they are the first to include the effects of the wakes in the calculation of the viscosity. They performed multiple 3D shearing box N-body simulations, including the effects of selfgravity wakes, with 1m-radius particles. Their set of parameters includes high and low densities, which is suitable to track the rings' evolution in a large variety of physical conditions. Note that although the collisional viscosity is also enhanced in the presence of wakes, its value is about one order of magnitude smaller than the translational and gravitational viscosity in that case, according to the simulation results of Daisaka et al. (2001) . Thus we use the same prescription for the collisional viscosity whether the disk is gravitationally stable or not.
The parameter r * h is also expressed in Daisaka et al. (2001) as |F grav | / |F coll | = 4r * h 2 , where F grav is the selfgravity force between particles, and F coll is the impulsive force exerted on particles during collisions. This can be used to evaluate the velocity dispersion σ r . If r * h < 0.5, F coll dominates and the velocity dispersion is the relative Keplerian velocity between particles σ r = 2r p Ω. Conversely, if r * h > 0.5, F grav dominates and the velocity dispersion is regulated to be the particle's surface escape velocity σ r = Gm p /r p (Salo, 1995; Daisaka and Ida, 1999; Ohtsuki, 1999) . For Saturn's rings we have r * h 0.5 so in the following we always consider that σ r = Gm p /r p . Note that we do not consider here the effects of thermal conduction that could modify the velocity dispersion.
Toomre's Q parameter depends on the disk's local properties: it decreases with surface mass density Σ and distance to the planet R. Some parts of the disk may then be gravitationally stable while others are not, and we can expect theses regions to undergo distinct evolutions. As the disk evolves, the surface density will decrease because of the disk's spreading, and the Toomre Q parameter will increase. Then regions initially self-gravitating may become not-self-gravitating as the disk evolves, leading to local modifications of the viscosity. Note that with the adopted prescription of the velocity dispersion, Q is also proportional to r p . So a disk with bigger particles will be more likely to become not-self-gravitating.
Viscosity dependence on ring parameters
The viscosity components depend on several parameters that are likely to vary within the rings: particle radius, surface mass density and distance to the planet (Eqs. (8) and (9)). Even though this model may be used for any planetary ring, we are most interested in Saturn's rings. Here we discuss the resulting viscosity for the specific case of Saturn. As an example, we plot in Fig. 1 the variation of ν trans and ν coll , for a constant value of the surface density (400 kg.m −2 , the surface density of today's A ring, Tiscareno et al., 2007) , with respect to R and for different values of r p . Fig. 1 . Radial evolution of the viscosity for different ring particle sizes. The surface density is set to 400 kg.m −2 . The translational viscosity (black curves) increases with the distance to the planet, while the collisional viscosity (red curves) decreases with the distance. The translational viscosity can be several orders of magnitude larger in the self-gravitating case (black dotted line).
Both translational and collisional viscosities increase with particle radius, but they have opposite dependences on the distance to the planet: the collisional (translational) viscosity decreases (increases) with R. In the SG regime, the particle radius does not modify the value of the viscosity itself, but it impacts Toomre's Q parameter which controls the areas of the rings that are in the SG regime.
As the disks spreads, its surface density will decrease. Transitions from SG to NSG regimes might thus occur, leading to important variations of the viscosity. To identify the effect of a self-gravity regime transition on the viscosity, we study the relative magnitude of the theoretical viscosities in the two regimes, and analyse the position of the transition Q = 2 in the space of parameters (R, Σ). The result is plotted in Fig. 2 , for particles with r p = 1 m.
A transition between the SG to the NSG regime will occur at a given distance R when the surface density Σ goes below the limit represented by the dashed-black curve for which Q = 2. Close to the planet, the transition from the pink to the dark blue region will lead to an increase of the viscosity, because in these regions ν SG < ν NSG . Far Fig. 2 . Relative magnitude of the total viscosity νtrans + ν coll + νgrav in the self-gravitating and not-self-gravitating regimes, and position of the regime transition. The dashed curves are the transition between the self-gravitating and notself-gravitating regimes at Q = 2, and the set of parameters (R, Σ) for which the theoretical viscosities in the two regimes are equal.
from the planet, the transition from the green to the yellow region will lead to a decrease of the viscosity, because in these regions ν SG > ν NSG . The transitions between the two behaviours occurs at R ∼ 78, 000 km.
This might be explained by looking into the particle velocity dispersion. Inside a wake, this velocity is the escape velocity: σ r = Gm p /r p . In the absence of wakes, the velocity dispersion is the difference of orbital speed between two particle distant by 2r p : σ r = 2r p Ω. Far from the planet, the velocity in a wake is greater, while close to the planet the difference of orbital velocity dominates. Equalizing the two expressions shows a transition around R ∼ 84, 000 km, which is in good agreement with the transition observed in Fig. 2. 
A simple code

Numerical procedure
We have developed a 1D finite elements code on a staggered mesh: the surface density is estimated on a regular grid, and its evolution is computed by estimating the mass fluxes at the inner and outer edges of each bin of the grid. This allows a second order accuracy in space derivatives.
By integrating Eq. (3) over the bin width dR, the variation over a time step dt of the surface density in the bin i is given by:
The flux at time t reads:
It is estimated using a second-order (in space and time) explicit Runge-Kutta scheme.
As in any numerical procedure we can't study scales smaller than the grid resolution (∼ 100 km per bin). As a result we don't expect to see small-scale instabilities such as self-gravity wakes, or viscous overstabilities (Latter and Ogilvie, 2009) , appear in our simulations. Moreover, as we use a constant value for the velocity dispersion, we do not satisfy the conditions for viscous instabilities to appear. Anyway the purpose of this work is to study the rings evolution on large scales, and even though the full resolution of the hydrodynamics equations in 2 or 3D would be desirable (e.g. like in Baruteau and Masset, 2008; Masset and Casoli, 2009) , such codes are limited to short time-scales. We keep the main physical ingredients in this 1D model, allowing us to perform simulations over 5 billion years.
Validation
To validate numerically the behaviour of our code we check that the system's mass is numerically conserved. We perform a simulation starting with an initially narrow ring with Gaussian shape and an arbitrary initial mass. The boundary conditions are set so that material cannot pass through the limits of the domain: the disk is "trapped" inside the domain. We let the ring evolve viscously and compute the total mass of the disk using the output surface density. The initial viscous time-scale ∆R 2 /ν is ∼ 11, 500 years for ∆R = 3000 km. After 100 million years of evolution (about 9000 viscous time-scales), the mass is equal to its original value down to the machine precision (10 −18 ). Our code numerically conserves the system's mass.
Equation 3 includes the equation of angular momentum conservation, so by construction our code should also conserves angular momentum, as long as the disk has not reached the domain's limits where the boundary conditions cause modification of the disk's angular momentum. During the period where the disk spreads freely between the domain's limits, we have checked that angular momentum is also numerically conserved down to machine precision.
In order to validate the general behaviour of the code, we investigated the solution given by Pringle (1981) for the viscous spreading of an accretion disk with constant viscosity. Our numerical results are in good agreement with the analytical solution, even though slightly different because the width of the radial grid does not allow to define an initial ring with a perfect Dirac distribution.
Viscous spreading with variable viscosity
Here we study the viscous evolution of a "standard model" using CV and NCV models. We present first the disk initial conditions, then the viscous evolution over 5 billions years, and finally we focus on the evolution of the disk's mass.
Description of the standard model 3.1.1. Initial profile
The initial state of Saturn's rings is dimly constrained, as it depends on the formation scenario, which is still subject to discussions. For instance the scenario based on the destruction of a satellite via a cometary impact implies that the satellite that created the rings must be outside the synchronous orbit and inside the Roche limit for ice at the time of the impact (Charnoz et al., 2009b ). But we have no further constraints on the initial rings width, position, surface mass density, particle size distribution. . . For the sake of simplicity and generality, the initial conditions are defined as follows:
Initial surface density profile. We consider at t = 0 that the disk is a narrow ring ∼ 3000 km wide with Gaussian profile. This is useful to study its evolution over several viscous time-scales. The ring centre is set slightly outside the synchronous orbit (∼ 110, 000 km), which is more or less the middle of today's ring system. The influence of the initial profile is studied in section 4. Particle radius. The particle radius of today's rings ranges from a few centimetres to several metres. There are also radial variations, and on the same orbit different sizes of particles may coexist (Cuzzi and Pollack, 1978; Cuzzi et al., 1980; Porco et al., 2008) . Particle sizes should also evolve through collisions (Albers and Spahn, 2006) . Unfortunately the viscosity model developed by Daisaka et al. (2001) does not include a particle size distribution, but a fixed particle radius r p . Marouf et al. (1983) showed that particles in Saturn's rings follow a power law N (r p ) ∝ r −α p with α ≈ 3 for R 1 < r p < R 2 . Shu and Stewart (1985) then computed that this distribution can be represented by a single equivalent particle radius R e given by R e = √ 3R 2 /π. For R 2 ∼ 10 m we get R e ∼ 5 m. Goldreich and Tremaine (1982) suggests an equivalent radius r p = 1 m, which is also a common value in many N-body simulations. Considering the uncertainty around an equivalent particle size, we choose r p = 1 m for our standard model, and discuss the effect of particle size in section 4.
Initial disk mass.
Considering that today's rings mass is estimated to be about Mimas' mass (Esposito et al., 1983) , one can assume that the initial disk mass was at least Mimas' mass. But on the other hand meteoritic bombardment is believed to bring a large amount of mass into the rings (Cuzzi and Estrada, 1998) , which could substantially modify the rings' mass. For these reasons we use in our standard model an initial mass equal to Mimas' mass, and study the initial mass influence in section 3.3.
Constant viscosity values
To analyse our results with the NCV model, we also perform simulations with a constant and uniform viscosity model. Assuming that the rings were denser in the past, which would increase their viscosity, we choose a value of 0.1 m 2 .s −1 , which is about ten times the viscosity of today's A ring (Tiscareno et al., 2007) . Anyway, in the CV case, the value of the viscosity does not modify the density profile, but only the viscous time-scales.
Boundary conditions
The radial domain ranges from R = 65, 000 km to R = 140, 000 km (R = 0 is the centre of Saturn). The boundary conditions are set as follows: material is released from the disk when it passes the domain's limits. For the inner boundary we consider that the material falls onto the planet and is destroyed, and for the outer boundary we consider that the material crosses the Roche limit and starts to be accreted in small moons that do not interact viscously with the disk. They should however interact with the disk at resonances, but this is beyond the scope of this paper. This has been investigated by Charnoz et al. (In press) .
We remove the material passing through the domain's limits, and the corresponding angular momentum, by setting the surface density of the first and last bins to zero at t = 0, and at each time step we equalize the inward and outward fluxes in these bins. As a result, the total flux on the first and last bins is 0, and all material entering these bins is immediately removed, along with the corresponding angular momentum. No torque is exerted on the ring by the boundary.
Viscous spreading over 5 billion years
In this section we study the evolution of the standard model, using constant and variable viscosities, over the age of the Solar System (∼ 5 billion years).
Relevant parameters
To analyse our results we study the evolution of three quantities:
• the surface density profile;
• the total mass of the disk, derived from the surface density, in order to track the mass lost during the viscous spreading;
• the total mass passing through the left and right limits of the domain.
Early evolution (0 -10
5 years) In Fig. 3 the surface density at different times for both CV and NCV models is plotted: at 0 and after 10 3 , 10 4 and 10 5 years of evolution. As in section 2.3.2, the initial spreading time-scale is ∼ 11, 500 years.
In the CV case, the disk edges remain smooth during the spreading, while steep edges are created in the NCV case (Fig. 3b) . In this latter case, ν being an increasing function of Σ, the viscosity is high in the centre and low at the edges. Thus the centre spreads faster than the edges. As a result, a lot of material is transported from the core towards the edges, but the edge itself fails to spread this great amount of material and is "overwhelmed" by material coming from the core (Fig. 3b, solid line) . As a result, the surface density rapidly increases close to the edges, which become steep.
At the beginning the NCV disk appears to spread faster than the CV disk: after 10 5 years of evolution (Fig. 3d) , the disk width is about 1.5 × 10 4 km in the NCV case, and 10 4 km in the CV case. This can be explained by the fact that the initial value for the CV model is too small. 9 years, while the disk with variable viscosity remains massive over 5 Gyrs with a density peak inward and lower densities outward.
The computed viscosity at the rings centre is initially ∼ 100 m 2 .s −1 , much larger than the 0.1 m 2 .s −1 value we use for the CV model. But after 10 5 years of evolution the viscosity drops to ∼ 0.8 m 2 .s −1 . Thus whereas the initial spreading of the NCV disk is very rapid due to high viscosity, as soon as the disk has spread, the viscosity drops and the evolution slows down dramatically.
Evolution over 5 billion years
In Fig. 4 the surface mass density at 10 6 , 10 8 , 10 9 and 5 × 10 9 years is plotted. We see here that the CV disk has spread much faster than the NCV disk (Fig. 4a) . After 1 billion years, the CV disk is no longer visible because almost all material has been spread out of the rings (Fig. 4 (c) and (d) ). Its average surface density is 5 × 10 −5 kg.m −2 . The NCV disk has evolved significantly, and memory of the Gaussian initial conditions has been completely lost.
The NCV disk evolves only very little from 1 to 5 billion years. This is due to a drop of the viscosity because of the surface mass density being now much lower than initially, resulting in a much slower evolution. After 1 billion years of evolution, the rings viscosity is ∼ 10 −3 m 2 .s −1 . In conclusion, this study illustrates that spreading timescales estimated using only ∆R 2 /ν with a constant viscosity (Goldreich and Tremaine, 1982; Esposito, 1986) , are quite inaccurate when compared with our numerical simulations that include a realistic viscosity model. As a result the viscous spreading rate of the rings is far from being linear.
Evolution of the disk's edges
Initially, due to the Gaussian shape we use, the disk's edges are smooth. Due to a low surface density, the region close to the edges is initially in the non-self-gravitating regime. When the disk starts to spread, material is transported from the core toward the less viscous edges. This increases the surface density close to the edges, which then become self-gravitating. As the disk continues to spread, the surface density close to the edges decreases. Eventually, the edges become non-self-gravitating again.
As mentioned in section 2, the transitions from SG to NSG areas should lead to changes in the spreading of the disk, with different behaviours depending on the distance to the planet. Close to the planet, this leads to an increase of the viscosity (see Fig. 1 black dashed and dotted lines) , which becomes inversely proportional to R: the closer to the planet, the higher the viscosity (as it is in this case dominated by the collisional component). As a result, the inner edge is smoothed (Fig. 5, top) .
Far from the planet, the opposite process occurs. Here, the transition from SG to NSG results in the viscosity dropping by a factor ∼ 100. The material flux is proportional to ∇(νΣ) (Eq. (3) ). When the viscosity is constant, this can be rewritten as ν∇Σ, so that the flux depends only on the surface density gradient. With variable viscosity, this simplification is no longer valid: the flux depends on the gradient of both the viscosity and the surface density:
Firstly, in the NSG regime, the viscosity dependence on R is ν trans ∝ R 3/2 and ν coll ∝ R −3/2 , while in the SG regime ν ≈ ν trans ∝ R 19/2 (Eqs 8 and 9). As a result, the viscosity gradient is much lower in the NSG regime than in the SG regime. Secondly, due to the presence of a steep edge, the density gradient is larger close to the edge than in the core. However, when the edge enters the NSG regime, the viscosity significantly decreases and damps the large surface density gradient. Globally, the material flux is greater close to the outer edge than at the edge, which causes material to accumulates and creates the observed plateau (Fig. 5, bottom) . These opposite behaviours can be more appreciated using the self-gravity-regime-transition diagram presented in section 2.2.2. In Fig. 6 the disk's surface density at t = 1 Gyrs is plotted over the map of the different viscosity regimes as a function of R and Σ. It shows in particular that the outer plateau closely follows the limit Q = 2. Note that this marginally gravitationally stable plateau is similar to Saturn's A ring, which is known to be slightly gravitationally unstable, with the regular appearance and disappearance of self-gravity wakes (Ferrari et al., 2009 ).
Spreading time-scales
We look for semi-analytical solutions of Eq. (3) to address the difference of spreading time-scales between the disk with constant and variable viscosities. In a classi- Fig. 6 . Disk's surface density at t = 5 Gyrs (solid black curve), and self-gravitating regime. Regions of the disk for which the surface density is above the dashed-curve "Q = 2" are self-gravitating, while those below are not-self-gravitating.
cal mass diffusion process the standard deviation of the mass distribution ∆R 2 , increases linearly with time, so that ∆R 2 /ν is proportional to time. In Fig. 7 we plot this quantity for the CV and NCV disks. In order to avoid any boundary effect, we restrict the analysis to the t < 5 × 10 6 years where the disk has not yet reached the domain's limits. The width of the ring is defined as
where R c is the "centre" of the disk defined by
For the disk with variable viscosity, we have used the mean viscosity, weighted by the bin's mass
where M i = 2πR i dRΣ i is the bin's mass and dR is the bin's width. It is remarkable that despite the change of viscosity by several orders of magnitude during the evolution of the system, ∆R 2 /ν remains closely proportional to time at any instant (Fig. 7) . However, this expression can no longer be used as a "rule of thumb" to estimate, with the initial disk's parameters, the spreading time-scales as the viscosity drops sharply during the ring's evolution.
For a disk in the self-gravitating regime, the viscosity is dominated by the translational and gravitational components, and can be expressed as ν ∝ Σ 2 . In a rough description we assume that the disk is a slab of material of width L and centred on R = R 0 . In that case, the surface density can be expressed as
To check the validity of this relation, the disk's width evolution against time is plotted in Fig. 8 . We obtain a perfect proportionality relation. For a disk with constant viscosity, we directly get L 2 ∝ t. Inverting this relation we get that the width of a disk with constant viscosity increases as t 1/2 , while with variable viscosity it increases as t 1/4 . The spreading time-scale of a disk with variable viscosity is then much smaller than that of a disk with constant viscosity.
Mass evolution
Once the disk reaches the domain's limits (either inner or outer), it empties out. We describe below the emptying time-scale and show that it is strongly dependant on the disk's initial mass and self-gravitating regime.
Disk mass
The total mass of the disk is given by:
On a discrete grid, this equation becomes
where N is the number of bins in the grid. In Fig. 9 is plotted the evolution of the disk's mass over 5 billion years, with the CV and NCV models. The NCV case can be divided into 3 successive steps. First the disk's mass remains constant as no material has yet reached the domain's limits. Second, at 2 × 10 7 years the disk reaches the domain's outer limit and its mass starts to decrease. As seen in the previous section, the disk spreads with a lot of material being stacked close to the stiff outer edge. As a result, a lot of mass is rapidly lost by the disk when it reaches the domain's outer limit. Third, at ∼ 10 9 years, the disk reaches the domain's inner limit and the mass loss is increased. While the disk is completely emptied in a few 100 million years in the CV case, the disk mass is still ∼ 1×10 19 kg after 5 billion years in the NCV case. It seems then possible for planetary rings to survive viscously over the age of the Solar System in the dynamical environment of Saturn when considering a physically realistic viscosity model.
Initial mass influence
One can argue that the survival of ∼ 10 19 kg of material at the end of the disk's evolution is only valid for the set of initial parameters considered here, in particular the initial mass of 3.75 × 10 19 kg. With a lower initial mass, there would be less material to evacuate from the disk. But it would also decrease the surface density and the viscosity, and thus would slow down the loss of material. The opposite behaviour would occur with a higher initial mass. Then it raises the question: how does the disk's final mass depend on the initial mass ? Today's mass of Saturn's rings have been evaluated to be similar to Mimas' mass, or probably more (Esposito et al., 1983) . Even if meteoritic flux is expected to bring a significant amount of material to the disk (Cuzzi and Estrada, 1998) , it seems natural to assume that the rings initial mass was larger than their present mass. Anyway, to address this question we performed a series of simulations starting with initial masses ranging from 1 to 10 Mimas masses. Results are plotted in Fig. 10 . Fig. 10 . Disk mass as a function of time, for different disk initial masses. With a higher mass, the loss-of-mass rate is increased initially but drops down over time, so that all disk's mass are comparable after 5 Gyrs of evolution.
The disk that starts with 10 Mimas masses (i.e. 3.75 × 10 20 kg ) loses 3 × 10 20 kg in the first 100 million years: that's 80 % of its initial mass ! So the initial mass of the disk does modify the spreading speed and the amount of material ejected: adding more mass to the initial disk enhances the viscosity and a large amount of material is then ejected from the disk very rapidly. In particular, it is interesting to note that in order to form rings with a mass close to Mimas' mass (i.e. ∼ 3 × 10
19 kg), they should not be older than 1 billion years old, starting from 10 Mimas masses.
On a larger time-scale, the loss rate drops. Interestingly, the emptying rate of all disks slows down significantly during the ring's evolution. After 4 billion years, no further significant evolution is seen, and at 5 billion years, all disk masses are ∼ 1.5 × 10 19 kg.
Analytical insight
We investigate whether asymptotic laws can be used to describe the evolution of the mass lost by the disk, in the self-gravitating and non-self-gravitating regime.
Self-gravitating regime. Initially the disk is fully self-gravitating. As showed in section 3.2.5 we can then write that
Finally we get L 4 ∝ M 2 0 t. We can use the above law to estimate the mass lost by the disk. Assuming that the disk fills the entire area available for its spreading, we get L = constant and the further "widening" of the rings is equivalent to a loss of mass, because all material passing through the domain's boundaries is removed from the disk. Using the above expression we can express a time-scale for the emptying of the disk t empty ∝ 1/(M 2 0 ). To compare this law with our simulations, the time needed for the disk's mass to be half the initial mass, against 1/M 2 0 , is plotted in Fig. 11 for initial masses of 1, 2, 5 and 10 masses of Mimas. We obtain a relation of proportionality that confirms the above analytical study: in the self-gravity regime, the disk is emptied on a time-scale inversely proportional to the square of its initial mass. Is this relation still valid for a disk in the non-self-gravitating regime ? Non-self-gravitating regime. In the NSG regime, the gravitational viscosity is 0 and the collisional and translational viscosities have comparable magnitudes (see Fig. 1 ). Their dependence on Σ is ν coll = r 2 p ΩβΣ with β = 3/(4r p ρ p ), and ν trans = γβΣ/(1 + β 2 Σ 2 ) with γ = 0.46σ r /(2Ω). The total viscosity is then
where A = β r 2 p Ω + γ and C = r 2 p Ωβ 3 . Using the same simple approximation Σ = M 0 /(2πR 0 L) and using L 2 /ν = Kt (K is a proportionality constant) we get
where 
Finally the emptying time-scale verifies t empty ∝ 1/M 0 ≫ 1/M 2 0 . As a result the emptying time-scale is much larger in the NSG regime than in the SG regime. In the following section we investigate the transitions between these two regimes, in terms of disk's mass.
Mass of a fully non self-gravitating disk
As the disk spreads, the surface density drops down and larger parts of the disk (near the edges) become marginally self-gravitating. We should then see the emptying timescale drop significantly over time. Fig. 10 shows indeed an initial rapid emptying of the disk, which then considerably slows down. All disk's mass even seem to converge toward a limiting mass.
We have shown in the previous paragraph that the emptying time-scale is much increased when the disk is in the NSG regime. In order to find the transition between the SG and NSG regimes, we look for a condition on the disk's mass for a disk to be self-gravitating or not. We investigate this condition in the case where the disk fills the entire area available for its spreading (that is from the planet's radius to the Roche limit). We then use the Toomre's Q parameter to describe the self-gravitating regime of the disk.
This parameter is a measure of the gravitational stability of the disk. As mentioned earlier we consider here that the transition between the SG and NSG regimes occurs for Q = 2. The disk is then fully non-self-gravitating if :
Using Ω = GM/R 3 and σ r = Gm p /r p we find that the disk is completely NSG if the surface density verifies
Then using (16) and for the specific case of Saturn, we find that the disk is completely in the non-self-gravitating regime if its total mass verifies
In the simulations presented in this section, the disk's mass at t=5 Gyrs is ∼ 1.34 − 1.46 × 10 19 kg for initial masses of 1 to 10 Mimas' masses. Theses masses are larger than M NSG which should indicate that they are still in the selfgravitating regime (at least partially). This is indeed the case as seen in Fig. 6 In conclusion, it seems that whatever the initial mass, the disk undergoes an initial rapid evolution when it is self-gravitating. This evolution continuously slows down as larger parts of the disk become marginally self-gravitating. Eventually, the disk will becomes entirely NSG, and will undergo a very slow evolution. The wakes observed in Saturn's A ring (Ferrari et al., 2009) indicate that the ring is still self-gravitating, at least in some regions.
Mass fluxes through boundaries
In this section, we consider again the previous standard model with constant and variable viscosities, starting with 1 mass of Mimas. We investigate the mass lost by the disk through the inner and outer domain's limits, and whether theses two quantities are comparable or not. This can give clues on the mass falling onto the planet or crossing the Roche zone, the latter being for instance available for accretion into satellites (Charnoz et al., In press) .
At each time step, the mass fluxes at the limits of the domain are tracked. Results are plotted in Fig. 12 . The dashed line, representing the mass flow for the CV model, is truncated at ∼ 1 billion years of evolution, because at that point the disk was almost emptied out of its material (see Fig. 9 ), which caused the numerical code to stop. Fig. 12 . Mass passing through domain boundaries (cumulative) with variable (solid line) and constant (dashed line) viscosities. The data for the disk with constant viscosity is truncated at t=1.5 Gyrs, as the disk was empty at that time (see Fig. 9 ). Whatever the viscosity model, the disk loses much more mass through the Roche limit (bottom graph) than by infall onto the planet (top graph). After 5 Gyrs of evolution. The disks with larger particles enter more rapidly the non-self-gravitating regime. A disk still partially self-gravitating has a specific shape with an inward peak and an outer plateau corresponding to the non-self-gravitating area.
NCV and CV models behave very differently. For the CV disk, both limits of the domain are reached at about the same time, ∼ 10 6 years. For the NCV disk, both limits are reached much later and not simultaneously: the outer limit is reached after 20 million years, while the inner limit is reached only after 800 million years. This is due to the much larger viscosity far from the planet, as the translational component scales like R 5/2 in the self-gravitating regime.
Another feature, not visible in the log-log format, is the very sudden release of material through the outer limit (due to the stiff outer edge, see section 3.2.4) compared to a smoother and more progressive release through the inner edge (due to the smooth inner edge).
Influence of ring parameters
In order to validate our results of section 3, we now perform additional simulations, varying the disk parameters. In the following, only the variable viscosity model (see section 2.2) is considered.
Influence of ring particles radius
The viscosity model, and our 1-dimensional approach requires the fixing of the value of the particle size. In this section, we study the influence of this parameter. We perform several simulations of the "standard model", with single particle sizes ranging from 0.01 to 10 metres, and investigate the impact on the evolution of the surface density and the disk's mass, and on the mass fluxes through the boundaries.
Influence on surface density evolution
For a NSG disk, the viscosity increases with particle radius (see section 2.2.2.). For a SG disk, the translational viscosity does not depend on the particle radius. However, the particle radius increases Toomre's Q parameter. As a result the disk is more likely to become NSG with bigger particles in regions with lower surface densities, i.e. close to the edges. Thus, different spreading regimes may then be expected whether the disk remains SG during spreading or not. In Fig. 13 the surface mass density of the disk at different times, and for several particle sizes, is plotted.
At 1 million years (Fig. 13a) , the surface density is not significantly affected by particle size, except the disk with 10 m-radius particles (red curve). The ramps close to the disk extremities are due to transitions from the SG regime to the NSG regime (see section 3.2.4).
At 10 8 years (Fig. 13b ) the disk with 10 m-radius particles has evolved very differently from the other disks. This disk has a parabolic shape whereas the disks with smaller particles have a surface density peak inward and lower densities in the outer regions. This latter shape is specific of a disk that is still partially self-gravitating (in the peak region).
At 10 9 years (Fig. 13c ), the disk with 5 m-radius particles is also completely in the NSG regime and its shape is very similar to the disk with 10 m-radius par-ticles. The disk with 2.5 m-radius particles is in the SG regime only in the region located between the discontinuity at ∼ 75, 000 km and the beginning of the outer ramp at ∼ 95, 000 km. The surface density of each disk, normalized by the r p , is plotted on Fig. 14, along with the transition between the SG and NSG regimes (Q = 2), also normalized to r p (black dashed line).
Fig. 14. Surface density at t = 10
9 years normalized by the ring particle radius for different particle radii: 1 m (light blue), 2.5 m (green), 5 m(dark blue), 10 m (red). The case rp = 0.01 m has been remove for scaling purpose. The black dashed line is the transition at Q = 2 between the self-gravitating to the non-self-gravitating regime normalized by the ring particle's radius. The disks with 1m and 2.5 m-radius particles are still partially in the self-gravitating regime (in the peak), while the disks with 5 m and 10 m-radius particles are entirely in the non-self-gravitating regime.
The dark blue and red curves, corresponding to the disks with 5 m and 10 m-radius particles, are below the dashed line, indicating that they are entirely no longer in the SG regime. The light blue and green curves, corresponding to the disks with 1 m and 2.5 m-radius particles, are still partially in the SG regime, in the regions where the surface density is above the black dashed line. At 5 × 10 9 years (Fig. 13d) , only the disks with 0.01 m-radius and 1m-radius particles are still partially self-gravitating.
Two spreading regimes clearly appear. In particular, the inner peak of the surface density is characteristic of a disk that is still partially self-gravitating, whereas a parabolic shape is characteristic of a fully not-self-gravitating disk.
Increasing the particles size slows down the initial outer spreading, but when all disks are completely NSG, the disks with the larger particles spread faster, as viscosities in the NSG regime are an increasing function of r p . As a result, Fig. 13d can be interpreted as different evolutionary steps in the disk's life.
Influence on disk mass evolution
The final disk mass for all particle radii is indicated in Table 1 . The final mass of the disk is not much af- fected by the change of particles size, except the disk with 10 m-radius particles because of the strong enhancement of the translational and collisional viscosities in the NSG regime. The disk with 2.5 m-radius particles is intermediate between a disk whose viscosity remains high because it remains in the SG regime (for r p 1 m), and one that rapidly enters the NSG regime, but whose viscosity is supported by large particles (for r p 5 m).
The inner mass flux increases with the particle radius because of the increase of the collisional viscosity. The outer mass flux increases when the disk enters rapidly the NSG regime (r p 5 m), because of the increase of the translational viscosity with r p in the NSG regime. Here again the intermediate state of the disk with 2.5 m-radius particles can be pointed out.
Influence of the initial surface density profile
In this section we study the influence of different initial surface-density profiles. We modify one parameter at a time, and analyse its influence on the viscous spreading over 5 billion years, and on the evolution of the disk's mass.
Influence of initial mean radius
First we change the initial position of the disk by shifting the surface density maximum. While our standard model is defined with a mean radius of 110,000 km, we study two other cases: 90,000 km and 130,000 km, which more or less covers the total area of today's rings.
The surface density at t = 0 and at 5 billion years is plotted in Fig. 15 . The final disk masses are listed in Table 2 .
At 5 billion years, the disks starting at 90,000 km and 110,000 km have reached a similar surface-density profile, and comparable disk mass. The mass fluxes through the disk's boundaries have opposite behaviours: while the disk starting at 90,000 km loses its mass preferentially through its inner boundary, the disk starting at 110,000 km loses quite the same amount of mass but through the outer boundary ( Table 2) .
The disk that starts at 130,000 km reaches the outer boundary very rapidly, in about 10 5 years, and loses a larger amount of mass than the other two. This is due Fig. 15 . Influence of initial position on surface density evolution. Top: initial profiles. Bottom: at t = 5 Gyrs. When the initial ring is farther from the planet it loses more mass, as it is then closer to the Roche limit (see Fig. 12 ).
to the fact that when the disk is SG, the translational viscosity is greatly increased at high radius, and also to the fact that the disk starts closer to the Roche limit. As a result its final surface density is globally lower than that of the other two disks. This disk never reaches the planet within 5 billion years. 
2.83
Eventually, all disks still have a mass close to 10 19 kg, much like in the standard model of section 3. The main effect of changing the disk's initial position is to modify the material fluxes through the boundaries, and increasing the initial radius increases the mass loss through the outer edge.
Influence of initial width
In this section we change the initial width of the disk by adjusting σ, the standard deviation of the Gaussian. We compare the results of our standard model to simulations with standard deviations 0.5σ, 2σ and 5σ.
The modification of the initial width of the disk has no significant impact on the evolution over 5 billion years. The most narrow disk, that starts with the highest surface density, spreads more rapidly than the others and catches them up in a few ten thousand years of evolution.
Influence of initial mass repartition
Here we study a scenario where the initial material is distributed in two ringlets instead of one. We assume a Gaussian profile for both of them and use initial positions symmetrical with respect to R = 110,000 km. We choose to put the exact same mass in both ringlets, so their initial maximal surface density is different (because the surface of a bin increases with R). The two sub-rings are distant of 10,000 km (peak to peak). The first million years of the evolution of the disk is plotted in Fig. 16 . Fig. 16 . Surface density evolution over the first million year for an initial ring composed of two ringlets (plain line). Both ringlets contain the same mass, but the outer one has lower surface densities because the ring's surface (∼ 2πRdR) increases with distance. Both ringlets spread similarly (dashed line). The two sub-rings merge in ∼ 10 6 years (dotted line), after which the spreading continues as in the case with a single initial ring.
The two sub-rings merge in a few hundred thousand years, and then the evolution goes on very similarly to the case with only one initial ring. The final mass of the disk after 5 billion years of evolution is 1.34 × 10 19 kg, very close to what we obtained in section 3. The mass passing through the boundaries is unaffected. The initial shape of the rings seems then to have very little effect on their long-term evolution.
Summary and discussion
Viscous age of the rings
We have investigated the effect of a non-constant realistic viscosity model on the global viscous spreading of dense planetary rings over 5 billion years. Our main result is that using a physically realistic viscosity model introduces important changes in the disk's spreading over time. We identified two distinctively different spreading regimes, whether the disk is self-gravitating or not. When the disk is self-gravitating, it develops a surface density peak inward and an outward tail with lower surface density and which is marginally gravitationally stable (Q ∼ 2), whereas a totally non self-gravitating disk has a parabolic profile with a central maximum. The disk's spreading is only significantly affected through modification of the particle radius, because bigger particles increase the Toomre's Q parameter.
Contrary to a continuous spreading of the disk with constant viscosity, resulting in an emptying in ∼ 500 Myrs (depending on the constant viscosity value), the spreading rate of the non-constant viscosity (NCV) disk significantly decreases over time, allowing for a survival of an important part of the disk over 5 billion years. We have shown in particular that with variable viscosity in the self-gravitating regime, the disk's width increases like t 1/4 , much slower than in a constant viscosity case where the width increases like t 1/2 . The final state of the disk seems somewhat independent of various initial parameters such as initial width, position, and surface density profile. Moreover, it appears that whatever the initial mass of the disk, the disk always undergo a rapid initial emptying, which progressively slows down. We showed that this evolution can be related to the disk's self-gravitating regime, with emptying timescales proportional to 1/M 2 0 in the self-gravitating regime, and 1/M 0 in the non-self-gravitating regime. The disk's mass drops continuously until it reaches the mass of a disk filling the area from the planet's radius up to the Roche limit, and with a surface density so that every part of the disk is marginally gravitationally stable (Q ∼ 2), yielding Σ < 0.15 M m p /r p R −3/2 . We computed that for the specific case of Saturn this mass is ∼ 10 19 kg, in good agreement with our simulation results (Fig. 10) . Afterwards, the disk evolves very slowly because of the very low viscosity in the NSG regime, compared to the SG regime, for meter-sized particles.
In all our simulations starting with a disk mass about one Mimas' mass or more, we could not achieve a total emptying of the rings in 5 billion years. Most of the mass is lost through the Roche limit, except when the initial disk is located below ∼ 100, 000 km, where most of the mass is lost via infall onto the planet. The survival of Saturn's rings against viscous spreading over the age of the Solar System seems then possible, and during its evolution a lot of material would have been made available for the accretion of satellites (Charnoz et al., In press ).
The rings of Jupiter, Uranus and Neptune are today much less dense and massive than Saturn's rings. Moreover, they are composed mainly of dust, while Saturn's rings have typical particle sizes of ∼ 1 cm. For instance, the normal optical depth of the Jovian ring system is ∼ 10 −5 , while the optical depth of Saturn's A-ring is ∼ 0.1 (Ockert-Bell et al., 1999; Ferrari et al., 2009 ). In our simulations, we showed that under viscous spreading an initially massive ring system remains massive over time because of the very slowly evolving asymptotic regime when the disk becomes marginally self-gravitating. Under these considerations, it seems unlikely that the rings of the other giant planets could have been dense enough to be self gravitating (Q < 2) in their past.
Comparison with observation
It is interesting to compare the current rings of Saturn with the surface-density profiles we obtain in our simulations. We have plotted in Fig. 17 the ring optical depth τ from the Voyager photo-polarimeter spectrum (PPS), as it may be proportional to the surface mass density in low τ regions. We have also plotted the disk surface density at t = 1.5 × 10 8 years for the disk with 5 m-radius particles. Apart from the Cassini Division, which is thought to have been created by Mimas' 2:1 resonance (Goldreich and Tremaine, 1978) and the C ring, we note several similarities. Firstly, the global shape is in good agreement, with a maximum inward and lower surface densities toward the outer limits of the rings, with the peak corresponding to the B ring and the outer plateau to the A ring. This plateau is marginally gravitationally stable (Q ∼ 2), which is coherent with the several observations of wakes in the A ring (Ferrari et al., 2009) . The position of the maximum is much more inward later in our simulations at ∼ 10 9 years. This favours the hypothesis that Saturn's rings are young, (d) At 1 Gyrs of evolution. The B ring rapidly fills the Cassini Division, and overwhelms the C ring in ∼ 1 Gyrs. As in the previous simulations, the disk evolves with a peak inward and a marginally self-gravitating outer plateau (see Fig. 6 ).
but this could also be explained by the imperfections of the viscosity model we use (the mass has been transferred inward too rapidly), or also to other physical effects we have not considered in our study, or to unknown initial conditions. A change in the particle radius would also modify significantly the optical depth profile.
We can note also that in our simulations we never recover anything similar to the C ring. This could be due to an important modification of the particle size in this region, but this is unlikely as particle size distributions show a greater power index for the C-ring than for the B-ring, so that there should be less large particles in the C-ring than in the B-ring (Charnoz et al., 2009a, Section 17.2.1.1) . Moreover this modification of the ring particle size would not explain the very steep transition from the B ring to the C ring. This transition may however suggest that the C ring is a product of another physical process. For instance, meteoritic bombardment is though to be capable of projecting large amounts of material over significant distances (Cuzzi and Estrada, 1998) . The Cring could then be ejecta from the bombardment of the B-ring. This would in turn agree with the observed similarities in the spectral signatures of the B and C-rings as observed by Cassini VIMS (Nicholson et al., 2008) Although today's rings mostly resemble a 100 millionyears old disk when compared to our simulations, their formation so recently in the history of the Solar System is yet to be explained. In this work we have considered only the viscous torque, so that we can only say that today's rings viscously look like a 100 million-years old disk. Other important physical effects have to be included in order to fully constrain the evolution time-scales of the rings. For instance, a satellite located between the planet and the initial rings could importantly slow down the inward spreading of the rings via resonant interactions, which apply a repulsive torque to the disk (Meyer-Vernet and Sicardy, 1987) . Conversely, outer satellites could also substantially reduce the rings outward spreading. These interactions would consequently reduce the mass lost by the disk through its outer boundary. Considering that in our simulations, most of the mass is lost through this boundary, satellite interactions appear as a process that could significantly increase the survival of the rings. However these interactions should increase the mass lost by the disk from its inner boundary, because of the repulsive torque applied by the satellite on the disk. Inclusion of satellite interactions would then be important to quantify the impact on the mass lost by the disk.
Viscous spreading of current rings
While the aim of our work was not to reproduce today's rings but to understand the effects of a realistic viscosity model over long time-scales, we applied our model to an initial set of parameters that roughly reproduces today's rings of Saturn: a first slab from 74,000 km to 92,000 km with Σ = 100 kg.m −2 (the C ring), a second slab from 92,000 km to 117,000 km with Σ = 1000 kg.m −2 (the B ring), a gap from 117,000 km to 122,000 km (the Cassini Division) and a third slab from 122,000 km to 136,000 km with Σ = 400 kg.m −2 (the A ring). We choose a particle radius of 1m. Results are plotted in Fig. 18 .
In this configuration, the total rings' mass is 2.2 × 10 19 kg and only the A and B rings are self-gravitating, the C ring being not dense enough. The average initial viscosities are 10 −4 m 2 .s −1 for the C ring, and 10 −2 m 2 .s −1
for the B and A rings, which is in good agreement with observational results (Tiscareno et al., 2007) . The Cassini Division is filled in about 4 million years, because of a rapid outward spreading of the B ring (Fig.  18b) . This emphasizes the role of the 2:1 Mimas resonance in the existence of the Cassini Division (Schwartz, 1981; Esposito et al., 1987) . The inner spreading of the B ring is much slower. The C ring, because of its very low viscosity, evolves very little. It is completely "eaten" by the B ring in approximately 600 million years (Fig. 18c) .
It is interesting to note that the shape of the surface density at 10 9 years is very similar to what we obtain with our standard model (Fig. 13c-d , light-blue curve, and 18d), even though the initial surface density profiles where very different in the two simulations. The final state of the rings seems then very independent of the initial conditions.
After 1 billion years of evolution, the mass of the disk is still 1.6 × 10 19 kg. It seems then, as we have seen in section 3, that Saturn's rings could very well be viscously old, but they are also not likely to disappear in the next billion years.
Perspectives
An important improvement to this work would be to include a particle size distribution in the viscosity model. Indeed, we have seen in section 4 that only the ring-particle radius significantly affects the spreading of the rings as it impacts the positions of the transitions between the selfgravitating and non-self-gravitating regimes, for a given surface density. This means that if particle segregation occurs in the rings, this could lead to modification of the viscous behaviour of some regions of the rings.
While viscous spreading is a key physical phenomenon for the evolution of Saturn's rings, it will be affected by other effects such as resonant torques with satellite. Many structures of the rings are known to be the result of resonant interactions with the satellites of Saturn (Esposito et al., 1987) . The repulsive torque exerted by outer satellites could also significantly alter the spreading of the disk (Salmon et al., 2009) These structures, for instance density waves, locally modify the density and thus the viscosity. How material is transported through these waves could gives us clues on the suggested "recycling" of the rings, which could be responsible for the apparent low meteoritic pollution of the rings (Cuzzi and Estrada, 1998) . It would also be important to constrain the long term influence of these resonant interactions, and see if they increase the possible lifetime of Saturn's rings or if they contribute to their destruction.
